5K
Elliot Tse asks I need some advice to improve my running form. My knees are relatively
bent during the stance phase (weight-bearing
phase), especially in the later half of the race!
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Valentina Taiakina replies It’s pretty
typical for your form to deteriorate when you’re
tired (even seasoned forefoot strikers often turn
into heel strikers toward the end of a marathon...).
I recommend doing flexibility drills, speed work
and running-specific strength exercises along with
increasing your muscle endurance through long
runs and overall mileage. You can also try to incoporate some surges/tempo
segments into your long runs to practice fighting
the fatigue-related form slump.

Murray Cass asks How much pain
should a runner be prepared to experience at
various stages of a race? I’m not talking about
“injury” pain; I’m talking about “effort” pain.

Peter Symons replies I keep track of two
“physical” things, a) leg pain and b) heart rate. Leg
pain I’ll tolerate until I have to limp and at that point
I will first slow down and then quit (if slowing down
doesn’t fix it). I’m much stricter with my heart rate,
as a guy well into the “Masters” age group, I have
a maximum that I will not exceed. I allow it to go
into the VO2 max area for a race (four or five times
a year), but for regular training I keep it within the
anaerobic threshold. The problem with hearts is,
unlike legs, they don’t get sore, they get even!

10K
George Poitras asks Nutrition is confusing. I’m a vegetarian (158 pounds, 5-foot-eight) and
eat little in the way of carbs. However, two days
before a race, I’ll eat carbs, like pasta. Can one run
an effective/competitive race without the carb
loading?

Lauren Simmons replies As a carbconscious runner, I understand this query all
too well. Instead of confusing your system with
unfamiliar (and likely processed) carbs like white
pasta, why not have carbs your body already
knows? You can’t run without some fuel (glycogen)
in the tank, as scary as carbs might be. Choose
vegetarian-friendly race fuel like chickpeas, beans
(bonus: protein and fibre!) or good-sugar veggies
like squash and sweet potatoes. Dried and stewed
fruit can make great desserts or snacks, too.

Foruzan Velji asks My last few runs
were between four and five K. What can I do to
run a PB 10K?

Kim Walker replies Incorporate some
hilly runs into your running routine. Hills make a
runner stronger and faster. Start out doing a small
number, and every week increase your number of
repetitions. I promise it will earn you a PB 10K. It
certainly helped me.

half marathon
Johanna Mikkola asks After completing my first half marathon in early October I was
thrilled to keep training and vowed to do a full in
spring. Then the cold weather hit and I’ve fallen
off my schedule! What are the must-know tips for
cold weather running? I never know the best gear
to wear so I either end up way overdressed or way
underdressed.
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It works like this:
Shannon Sanders went to
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and asked: With winter

approaching and my goal for
March to run the 30K Around
the Bay, what would be the best
training plan to follow?

We sent her question to
Mike Brush, and he said:
The great news is you have five
months to get ready, so loss of
endurance isn’t an issue. Spend

Islay Julen asks I like to run in a minimalist neutral shoe. I wonder if anyone has advice on
what I can do to be safe on the roads without using
a shoe that is a lot heavier on my feet?

Jane Cullis replies As long as you stick to
cleaner, smoothly paved areas, running in a minimalist shoe on the roads shouldn’t be a problem.
The most important thing is to build into it very
gradually — your feet and legs need time to adjust
to the inevitable change in running form and distribution of impact that comes with a big change in
footwear. While I haven’t tried a minimalist shoe,
I do prefer lighter, neutral trainers or racing flats.
I find that my stride is lighter and more controlled
and it prevents my “big-foot” feet from flopping
around more than they already do!

Karin Femi asks I’ve been trying to eat
more like an athlete, but have trouble finding the
motivation to cut down on sweets. Any tricks to
fight a sweet tooth that does not involve artificial
sweeteners?

Duncan Clark replies I don’t have too
much of a sweet tooth myself, but beer and cheese
are a huge weakness. I found a couple of things
helpful when I was training for my half-marathon:
1. Go light. For beer and cheese, there are lighter
choices that aren’t artificial. With sweets, I’d think
real-juice popsicles and super-sweet fruit like
strawberries. 2. Reward yourself. You have to take
in calories while you’re training, so incorporate
those things responsibly. It feels better to indulge!

Laura Hughes asks I ran the Scotia half
last weekend and I was on pace to reach my goal
until I hit the 17K mark. Mentally I fell apart. I’m
going to start training for the Chilly half and I’d
like to avoid losing my game face 4K from the end
of the race. What are some strategies to build
mental stamina?

Lanni Marchant replies In training I
think of how gutting it through those last few intervals will give me that edge over the final few K of
the race. In the race, I remind myself “Hey, you did
6x1K a heck of a lot faster than this and right after
leaving the courthouse.” I’m all about “self-talk”.
Rodney MacLean asks How do you
balance the pressure of setting your run goals
with just enjoying the run?

the next two months building
your base, running three or four
times per week. Your longest
runs don’t need to exceed 24K
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Lanni Marchant replies I always
remind myself that it’s supposed to be fun. I’ll pick
a new place to run, call up a buddy, or plan my run
so I can grab a much-needed beer afterwards.
Dana Moewes asks How often a week
should I be incorporating speedwork into my
training? And what are some tips to keeping
motivated through those tough sessions (because
lets face it, speed training takes the most
motivation!)

Lanni Marchant replies One or two

our featured run
This week, we’d like to recognize participants at Toronto’s
Downsview Half Marathon and 5K on Sunday, Nov. 10.
Until Tuesday, bibs are still available online at downsviewhalf.com.
Good luck to all who wish to join us at the race!

Chris Wignall replies Congrats on the
half! A great achievement that is bound to be followed by a dip. Don’t stress it. Sign up for a January/February event like a 5K Resolution run or the
Chilly Half marathon in Burlington, then consider
Hamilton’s historic Around The Bay 30K in March
to keep you training through the cold weather. Put
some cold weather running gear on your holiday
list and dress as though it’s 10-15 degrees warmer
when running than just walking around.

Lanni Marchant On Sunday, Oct. 20, Marchant broke the Canadian female marathon record set by Sylvia Ruegger in 1985 and
ran the marathon in 2 hours and 28 minutes. She is now the fastest
Canadian female marathon runner of all-time. Age 29 Profession
Marathoner/lawyer Favourite running song Ground Shake, DiRTY
Radio; Anything Juicy J or Wiz Khalifa; Dark Horse, Katy Perry; Anything Kings of Leon, Our Lady Peace, Madonna … I’m a little random.
Favourite pre-race meal Marathon, pasta or rice with a bit of red
sauce; shorter distances is usually chicken and rice. How’d you
start running? I grew up figure skating and we always had “off ice”
classes to stay in shape. I soon realized that I looked forward to the
group runs more than the “on ice” training. If you could run with
anyone, who would it be? Sylvia. My sneakers are Saucony. My
next race is The Chiba Ekiden Relay in Japan [Nov. 23]. It’s a marathon broken down into a relay, so I’ll either run a 5K or a 7K.

marathon
Mark Kennedy asks My problems relate
to fuelling. How do other runners develop and
practice their fuelling strategies?
Justin Deknatel replies The long run
is the perfect time to work on nutrition strategies.
These are the runs I use to find out what I like best,
jelly beans, gummy bears, raisins, sports drink,
dried fruit or any of the other endless options. Try
them all and find out what works best for you.
Anna Maria Scarpato asks Last
Sunday was my first-ever marathon. My ultimate
goal was to complete it with a smile, and I’ve
accomplished that. I appreciated each and every
kilometre. But my legs are still sore. What can I do
to alleviate the pain?
Perry Curiston replies Pain is normal
after a race. I use a combination of 1. Stretching,
holding the stretch for at least two minutes. 2.
a hot bath with epsom salts. Start with very hot
water and stay in the tub as the water cools (approx. 1 hour). Be sure to dissolve the salts in boiling water in a bowl prior to adding them to your
bath. 3. Compression socks to improve circulation.
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times a week to start out. I remind myself that
everyone else is out there training or try to remember how accomplished I feel after rocking a workout I didn’t want to do in the first place. (Sometimes
I promise myself I can have a greasy burger at the
end of the week if I hit all my workout paces.)

Jane Cullis asks I’m beginning to increase
my mileage in the hopes of racing a spring halfmarathon in Toronto. From past experience I
know that this is the time where strength training
becomes important to stave off injuries. I recently
moved to New York City, which is awesome because I get to run in Central Park, but unfortunate
because I can’t afford a gym membership. What
are some strength routines or exercises that I could
do in the comfort of my tiny studio apartment?!
Lanni Marchant replies I have a
removable chin up bar in my bedroom doorway
(also turns into a push up bar), a yoga mat and a
balance/stability core disk (gofit.com). You can
do a lot with planking, stationary squats and lunges, and pushups/tricep dips. Check out my blog
marchantsforwardmarch.blogspot.com for some
living room-friendly workout ideas.
Craig Hamilton asks I just ran my
second half marathon this year. I’ve only been
distance running for 10 months. My question: What
type of down time should I have after a half marathon? I just started running again this weekend,
and want to make sure I don’t over do it, but also
don’t want to do to little.
Lanni Marchant replies After a hard
race that I have peaked for I take a full week off,
then a week of “run more than I don’t.” Your body
will tell you when it’s ready to increase the intensity, but usually a few weeks of rest and easy running is sufficient.

Connie Tong asks You’re such an inspiration! Last weekend was my first marathon with my
personal best time of 4 hours and 45 minutes. You
would have completed two marathons by the time
I finished. I was curious to know what thoughts
were going through your head as you ran?
Lanni Marchant replies Congrats on
the PB! My thoughts go from focusing on the race,
to noticing that there was steam coming off my
pacer, to singing to myself, to thinking “Wow, this
is really cool.” As long as my mindset remains positive I tend to let my mind wander a little bit.

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at hello@eachcoach.com
The information available on EachCoach does not constitute medical or health advice. We recommend consulting your doctor before undertaking any activities described here.

